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[1] We present simulation results from a one‐way coupled global MHD model
(Block‐Adaptive‐Tree Solar‐Wind Roe‐Type Upwind Scheme, BATS‐R‐US) and
kinetic ring current models (Comprehensive Ring Current Model, CRCM, and Fok Ring
Current, FokRC). The BATS‐R‐US provides the CRCM/FokRC with magnetic field
information and plasma density/temperature at the polar CRCM/FokRC boundary. The
CRCM uses an electric potential from the BATS‐R‐US ionospheric solver at the polar
CRCM boundary in order to calculate the electric field pattern consistent with the CRCM
pressure distribution. The FokRC electric field potential is taken from BATS‐R‐US
ionospheric solver everywhere in the modeled region, and the effect of Region II currents
is neglected. We show that for an idealized case with southward‐northward‐southward Bz
IMF turning, CRCM–BATS‐R‐US reproduces well known features of inner
magnetosphere electrodynamics: strong/weak convection under the southward/northward
Bz; electric field shielding/overshielding/penetration effects; an injection during the
substorm development; Subauroral Ion Drift or Polarization Jet (SAID/PJ) signature in the
dusk sector. Furthermore, we find for the idealized case that SAID/PJ forms during the
substorm growth phase, and that substorm injection has its own structure of field‐aligned
currents which resembles a substorm current wedge. For an actual event (12 August 2000
storm), we calculate ENA emissions and compare with Imager for Magnetopause‐to‐
Aurora Global Exploration/High Energy Neutral Atom data. The CRCM–BATS‐R‐US
reproduces both the global morphology of ring current and the fine structure of ring current
injection. The FokRC‐BATS‐R‐US shows the effect of a realistic description of Region II
currents in ring current–MHD coupled models.
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1. Introduction
[2] The near‐Earth space environment is described by
multiscale physics that reflects a variety of processes and
conditions that occur in magnetospheric plasma. Plasma
densities vary from 106 cm−3 in the F layer of dayside
ionosphere to less then 1 cm−3 in the tail. Ionospheric
plasma is highly collisional, and the plasma above ∼500 km
is essentially collisionless. It has been recently realized that
for a successful description of such a plasma, a complex
solution is needed which allows different physics domains to
be described using different physical models [De Zeeuw et
al., 2004; Ridley et al., 2004; Tóth et al., 2005; Fok et al.,
2006; Zhang et al., 2007; Moore et al., 2008]. In the Earth
magnetosphere, these domains can be specified as “global
magnetosphere,” “inner magnetosphere,” and “ionosphere.”
[3] The traditional approach to simulating the global
magnetosphere is magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) modeling.
Over the last decades, global 3‐DMHD models have proven
to be an efficient description of the magnetosphere’s dynamic
response to solar wind conditions. Basically, several dif-
ferent codes, BATS‐R‐US [Powell et al., 1999], LFM [Lyon
et al., 2004], OpenGGCM [Raeder et al., 2008], and
GUMICS [Laitinen et al., 2007] are widely used by the
geophysical community. These codes are intensively used to
describe idealized events with constant solar wind (SW) and
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), idealized events with
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IMF Bz turning, and real cases with SW input taken from
the ACE or WIND spacecrafts. Among the topics addressed
with these models are the dynamics of the global magne-
tosphere during storms [Goodrich et al., 1998; Rastätter et
al., 2005], substorm signatures [Pulkkinen et al., 1998;
Raeder et al., 2008], steady convection events versus saw-
tooth events [Goodrich et al., 2007; Kuznetsova et al., 2007],
and dayside reconnection physics [Borovsky et al., 2008;
Laitinen et al., 2007]. Usually, a separate ionosphere elec-
trodynamics module is used to calculate 2‐D electric field
patterns from field‐aligned currents which are defined by
MHD model and given ionospheric conductivities.
[4] While MHD models seem to do a good job in
describing global magnetospheric dynamics, they apparently
fail to adequately describe the inner magnetosphere. The
reason is that MHD assumes that the E × B drift velocity is
dominant. This assumption is not valid in the inner mag-
netosphere where magnetic fields and their gradients are
strong. Under such conditions, plasma cannot be treated as
single fluid with some velocity and temperature at a given
point. Instead, a number of species are usually considered to
represent gradient/curvature drifts. Each population has its
own energy and drift velocity which is a sum of the gradient/
curvature drift and E × B drift. Plasma in this representation
is generally anisotropic and is not in a thermodynamic
equilibrium. The corresponding transport equations are
usually written in terms of bounce‐averaged quantities. This
approach is sometimes referred to as “drift physics”
approach and has proven to be very useful in describing the
plasma population of inner magnetosphere with energies
from tens of eV to hundreds keV [e.g., Wolf et al., 2007].
This population carries the majority of the plasma pressure
and is often referred to as the “ring current” (RC). Models
that are based on the drift physics approach are called “ring
current models.” RC models can also incorporate losses due
to the loss cone, charge exchange, and Coulomb interac-
tions, in addition to interactions between different species
due to wave activity which are missed in MHD models. For
the detailed description of processes which control RC
losses, see a review by Ebihara and Ejiri [2003].
[5] A general challenge with RC models is in realistically
describing the electromagnetic field in the simulation
region. This field can be decomposed into a sum of “external”
field, which is created outside of the simulation region, and
“internal” field that is created by ring current itself. For the
sake of simplicity, the “internal” contribution is sometimes
omitted. There exist a number of different codes which solve
this problem with different assumptions, equations, and
numerical methods [e.g., Ebihara and Ejiri, 2003].
[6] The simplest solution to this problem is to calculate
motion of plasma packets along drift trajectories under
prescribed “external” electric and magnetic fields [see, e.g.,
Ejiri, 1978; Ebihara and Ejiri, 2000]. The more sophisti-
cated approach is adopted in the Rice Convection Model
(RCM). While an externally prescribed magnetic field is
assumed, the RCM calculates “internal” electric fields self‐
consistently with the total pressure distribution [Jaggi and
Wolf, 1973; Harel et al., 1981; Toffoletto et al., 2003].
Each species is described by one adiabatic invariant (energy
invariant), and the particle distribution function is assumed
to be isotropic. Self‐consistency of the electric field with the
plasma distribution is maintained by feedback from the
ionosphere via field‐aligned currents. A similar RC model,
very close to the RCM for dipole magnetic field, is described
by Buzulukova and Vovchenko [2008].
[7] The Fok Ring Current (FokRC) model [Fok et al.,
1995; Fok and Moore, 1997] and the Ring Current–
Atmosphere Interaction Model (RAM) [Jordanova et al.,
1994, 1997; Liemohn et al., 1999] solve the bounce‐
averaged Boltzmann equation for a number of species with
given “external” electric and magnetic fields. Each species is
described by two adiabatic invariants m, K (FokRCmodel) or,
equivalently, energy and equatorial pitch angle (RAM
model). The anisotropic pitch angle dependence of distri-
bution function is calculated from the model. The Com-
prehensive Ring Current Model (CRCM) [Fok et al., 2001]
and the Self‐Consistent RAM model [Ridley and Liemohn,
2002] calculate the “internal” electric fields self‐consistently.
The equilibrium RCM, RCM‐E [Lemon et al., 2004] is a
modification of RCM model with “internal” ring current
magnetic field model that is calculated from 3‐D force
equilibrium assumption and treated as a correction to an
external empirical magnetic field model. A modification of
the RAM model with an “internal” ring current magnetic
field also uses a 3‐D force equilibrium assumption to cal-
culate corrections to an external empirical magnetic field
model [Zaharia et al., 2006]. The Enhanced CRCM model
(ECRCM) [Ebihara et al., 2008] is a modification of CRCM
model with an “internal” ring current magnetic field that is
calculated from the Biot‐Savart law and included as a cor-
rection to an external empirical magnetic field model.
[8] All these codes are essentially kinetic models because
they consider several hundreds different species to describe
distribution function of RC plasma. For example, a standard
grid in the CRCM consists of 28 points in invariant K and
35 points in invariant m, so each spacial point contains
980 different species.
[9] An alternative approach was developed by Fontaine et
al. [1985] and Peymirat and Fontaine [1994]. They describe
a “fluid” RC model, solving transport equations not for each
species but rather for bulk parameters, such as density and
temperature. The ring current is represented by only two
species: H+ and e−. The transport equations have been
derived from MHD by modifying the bulk velocity from a
pure E × B drift to one that also includes diamagnetic
velocities as a proxy for gradient drift. The magnetic field
was externally prescribed and electric field was internally
calculated to be self‐consistent with the pressure distribu-
tion. A similar approach has been proposed by Liu [2006]
where the fluid equations have been derived from bulk‐
averaged RCM equations. It is very tempting to describe the
entire ring current population by only a limited set of
equations (instead hundreds as in the case of a kinetic
model). Much effort was put into understanding the rela-
tions between RCM formalism (such as a drift physics for-
malism) and fluid formalism [Heinemann, 1999; Heinemann
andWolf, 2001]. Recently, Song et al. [2008] established the
equivalence of three models: (1) the fluid model of Fontaine
et al. [1985] and Peymirat and Fontaine [1994] with an
additional heat flux describing the energy transfer due to
gradient drift; (2) the fluid model of Liu [2006] with an
assumption that distribution is Maxwellian; (3) the RCM
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equations with an assumption that distribution function is not
only isotropic as in the original RCM, but also Maxwellian.
[10] However, Song et al. [2008] have concluded that all
these fluid models produce different results from an original
RCM model with a non‐Maxwellian distribution function, at
least in some test cases. Therefore the description of the
inner magnetosphere by fluid models should be done very
cautiously.
[11] A more obvious way to combine the MHD approach
with inner magnetosphere models has been described by De
Zeeuw et al. [2004]. The idea is to divide the computational
domain into two regions: “outer”magnetosphere and “inner”
magnetosphere. The boundary between these two domains
is located near the open/closed magnetic field lines bound-
ary. In the outer magnetosphere, only the MHD model is
calculated. In the inner magnetosphere, the MHD model
runs together with RC model. That is, the MHD model
provides the RC model with an “external” B field, electric
field potential near the polar cap, and plasma pressure/
temperature at the boundary between the two domains
(open/closed boundary). The RC model calculates the par-
ticle distribution function and “internal” subauroral electric
field in the inner magnetosphere. The pressure is then
mapped back to the MHD grid (in the region where RC
model is calculated) providing a feedback. This approach
was called “two‐way coupling” to emphasize that RC and
MHD models exchange information between each other. De
Zeeuw et al. [2004] performed two‐way coupling of the
RCM and BATS‐R‐US model for the idealized case of
southward‐northward solar wind Bz turning. The results
agree very well with the classical picture of inner magne-
tosphere electrodynamics: strong convection under south-
ward Bz, overshielding when Bz changes from southward to
northward, with weak convection under northward Bz.
However, an interesting case of northward to southward Bz
turning with substorm development was not considered.
Also De Zeeuw et al. [2004] found that the pressure peak in
his coupled model is significantly larger than in the pure
MHD model.
[12] Similar results for idealized conditions were obtained
by Toffoletto et al. [2004] where one‐way coupling of LFM
MHD model and the RCM is performed. “One‐way” means
that there is no feedback of RCM to LFM model, i.e., no
pressure correction from the RC model to the MHD model.
Only quasi‐stationary states were considered and a substorm
development due to northward‐southward Bz turning was
not considered. The results confirm that significant differ-
ences occur in the inner magnetospheric pressure distribu-
tion result from using a coupled model.
[13] An extensive data‐model comparison for real events
was performed for the RCM–BATS‐R‐US coupled model
[Zhang et al., 2007; Welling, 2009]. The model output was
compared with magnetometer data from POLAR, GEOTAIL
and GOES satellites and with plasma density/temperature
from LANL satellites. It was shown that the RCM–BATS‐
R‐US is very good in reproducing global magnetic field
structure but the modeling of plasma variations in the inner
magnetosphere remains a challenge.
[14] As mentioned above, the RCM assumes an isotropic
particle distribution. The particle losses in the RCM are
calculated as a fixed fraction from the full loss cone. RC
models like CRCM, FokRC, RAM calculate the evolution
of RC distribution function in a more sophisticated and
realistic way. From this point of view, coupling these models
with MHD can be an important step in understanding RC
variations during active periods.
[15] Keller et al. [2005] and Taktakishvili et al. [2007a]
used a one‐way coupled BATS‐R‐US–FokRC ring current
model to study ring current buildup during idealized cases of
multiple substorms. It was found by Keller et al. [2005] that
multiple substorms do not increase RC energy. On the
contrary, Taktakishvili et al. [2007a] showed that BATS‐R‐
US, with kinetic corrections, can reproduce sawtooth oscil-
lations of RC which in turn significantly changes the RC
energy. Taktakishvili et al. [2007b] modeled two real cases
with a one‐way coupled FokRC–BATS‐R‐US model. It was
shown that in the first case of 21–22 January 2005, the
modeled results are in a reasonable agreement with the data
while in the second case of 10–11 August 2000, the agree-
ment is rather poor. It was concluded that some particular tail
dynamic is not reproduced in the MHD model. It should also
be noted that in both cases geostationary fluxes, on average,
were significantly lower (up to several times) in comparison
with modeled results.
[16] An idealized substorm study was performed by Fok
et al. [2006] with the one‐way coupled CRCM‐LFM
model and test‐particle code of Delcourt et al. [1993, 1994].
A substorm development was initiated by northward‐
southward solar wind Bz turning in the LFM model. A
number of virtual energetic neutral atom images (ENAs)
for oxygen atoms were obtained for that idealized sub-
storm. These images then were compared with Imager for
Magnetopause‐to‐Aurora Global Exploration/High Energy
Neutral Atom (IMAGE/HENA) oxygen observations for the
real case of 28 October 2001. It was concluded that the
CRCM–LFM model can describe ring current O+ injections,
at least for an idealized event.
[17] Fok et al. [2003] showed modeled hydrogen ENA
images for the 15 July 2000 event obtained with FokRC–
BATS‐R‐US model. It is concluded that this model can
reasonably describe global RC morphology and that the next
logical step is to embed CRCM into the MHD model.
[18] The main purpose of the current work is to introduce
improvements to the FokRC–BATS‐R‐US model and
present CRCM–BATS‐R‐US one‐way coupled model with
ionospheric feedback. At this stage we do not introduce
feedback from the RC model to MHD as in the work of De
Zeeuw et al. [2004]. The advantage of our approach is that
CRCM can more realistically handle the pitch angle distri-
bution of ring current particles than the RCM. We use this
advantage to reconstruct ENA images and compare with
those from IMAGE/HENA.
[19] In this paper we present both an idealized event with
southward‐northward‐southward IMF Bz turning, and actual
event simulations (12 August 2000) with the CRCM–BATS‐
R‐US one‐way coupled model. The choice of idealized
event is motivated by the need to verify how the new model
reproduces stationary states of inner magnetosphere–
ionosphere under long periods of northward and southward
Bz. We also study transient states such as overshielding/
penetration electric field and substorm injection under
varying Bz.
[20] The 12 August 2000 storm is chosen as a real case
example because IMAGE/HENA captured clear images of
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ring current ENA emissions during that time, including
images of so‐called postmidnight ring current enhancement
[Brandt et al., 2002; Fok et al., 2003]. This surprising
asymmetry of ring current during the main phase has been
explained by characteristic skewing of electric field due to
the presence of “internal” electric field and was successfully
reproduced by the stand‐alone CRCM [Ebihara and Fok,
2004; Fok et al., 2003]. We use the CRCM–BATS‐R‐US
model to reproduce IMAGE/HENA images during 12August
2000 and compare with those images obtained by the
IMAGE/HENA instrument. We show that our new model
reproduces both the global morphology of the ring current
and the fine structure of ring current injection.
[21] Additionally, we calculate the same two events with
FokRC–BATS‐R‐US one‐way coupled model. The differ-
ence between these two models is only the electric field
potential which includes the Region II current effect for
CRCM–BATS‐R‐US, while for FokRC–BATS‐R‐US it is
neglected. By comparing results from the two models in our
study, we examine the effect of realistic ionospheric cou-
pling on RC development.
[22] The paper is organized as follows: The methodology
of ring current–MHD coupling is described in section 2.
Section 3 describes the results for the idealized case of
southward‐northward‐southward Bz turning. The shielding/
overshielding/penetration electric field effects are studied in
section 3.1; section 3.2 describes Dst*(SYMH*) and pres-
sure profiles for FokRC–BATS‐R‐US and CRCM–BATS‐
R‐US; section 3.3 describes dynamics of RC pressure and
electric fields for CRCM–BATS‐R‐US model. The results
for the 12 August 2000 storm are considered in section 4.
The cross polar cap potential is discussed in section 4.1.
Section 4.2 shows data‐model comparisons of ENA images
for two snapshots during storm main phase: the develop-
ment of a postmidnight RC enhancement at the middle of
the main phase, and formation of a RC injection in the
evening sector during the early main phase. Section 5 con-
tains the summary, conclusions and directions for future
work. Appendices A, B, and C shortly describe the BATS‐
R‐US model, FokRC model and CRCM model and give the
relevant references. Appendix D describes the relation
between the energy of the modeled RC and Dst/SYMH
indices.
2. Coupling Methodology
[23] The Community Coordinated Modeling Center
(CCMC) Runs‐on‐Request System (RoR System) is used to
obtain output from the BATS‐R‐US global MHD model
(v.7.73) and Ridley module of Ionosphere Electrodynamics.
The BATS‐R‐US standard settings for the RoR system were
used: grid (∼2 · 106 cells) with maximal resolution 0.25 RE
in the inner magnetosphere, magnetosheath and plasma
sheet; the Rusanov scheme [Rusanov, 1970] with the min-
mod slope limiter [van Leer, 1979] (other limiter and solver
options are available in BATS‐R‐US).
[24] To combine the BATS‐R‐US and the RC models, we
use a similar approach as described by De Zeeuw et al.
[2004] and Toffoletto et al. [2004]. First, the CCMC
Kameleon software was used (http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/
downloads/kameleon.php) to process BATS‐R‐US cdf files.
After that we run the RC model in the inner magnetosphere
using output from BATS‐R‐US at each time step as input
for the RC model. We do not provide feedback from the RC
model to BATS‐R‐US, so this is a one‐way coupled model.
[25] To define the inner magnetosphere and RC modeled
region, a regular MLT‐l grid is established in the northern
ionosphere between 13° ≤ l ≤ 66.8°. Then every point of the
grid is traced along a magnetic field line from BATS‐R‐US
output. This operation is repeated at each MHD output time.
A point belongs to the inner magnetosphere if it is located
on a closed magnetic field line and the SM equatorial
footprint falls in the region R ≤ RB where R is a distance
from the center of Earth and RB is some fixed value usually
between 8 and 10 RE. By definition, the low‐latitude iono-
spheric boundary is fixed in time. The polar ionospheric
boundary is defined by an evolution of the open/closed
boundary and changes in time.
[26] To obtain a solution for ionospheric electric field
potential, we use two different solvers: the BATS‐R‐US
solver (Ridleymodule of Ionosphere Electrodynamics) and the
CRCM solver (Sazykin’s RCM module). Another important
part of the coupling is the definition of electric field potential
and ionospheric conductivities. The BATS‐R‐US solver
also calculates the conductivity pattern as a sum of an EUV
component and an electron precipitation component. The
electron precipitation component is estimated from an
empirical relationship between field‐aligned currents and
ionospheric conductivities, as described by Ridley et al.
[2004]. To calculate the EUV component, we assume a
solar activity index F10.7 = 150 × 104 Jy for the idealized
case, and F10.7 = 192.3 × 104 Jy for the 12 August 2000
real event.
[27] To obtain the conductivities and electric potential
values needed to run the RC models, the following proce-
dure is performed. First, BATS‐R‐US values are interpo-
lated to the FokRC/CRCM grid in the northern ionosphere.
Second, at every grid point we find the averaged value for
electric field potential between the northern hemisphere and
correspondent footprint in the southern hemisphere. This
value is used as a potential value at the grid point for the
northern hemisphere.
[28] The current version of the BATS‐R‐US solver cal-
culates each hemisphere separately, and in real event
simulations sometimes an artificial potential difference is
created between the footprints of a field line connecting both
hemispheres. An artificial potential difference is produced
when the conductance pattern is different due to the tilt
angle. In an ideal case, this potential difference should be
eliminated by two‐way coupling between ionosphere and
magnetosphere, creating interhemispheric currents. In prac-
tice, this coupling is restricted by grid resolution and
numerical diffusion. We have found that the potential dif-
ference is negligible if dipole tilt is close to zero. Addi-
tionally, we have estimated a value of the above effect for
each grid point when the value of dipole tilt was maximal
(1000–1200 UT for 12 August 2000). A relative potential
difference may be defined as potential difference between
two ionospheric footprints divided by the value of cross
polar cap potential in northern hemisphere. We have found
that the absolute value of relative potential difference is
<0.15 for most of grid points and <0.35 for points at the
morning flank where the absolute value of potential is large.
Equipotentiality is one of the CRCM/FokRC assumptions so
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an averaging procedure is needed to obtain potential for
CRCM/FokRC input. The ionospheric conductivity at each
grid point is defined as a sum of two values in the northern
hemisphere and footprint in the southern hemisphere, so we
can take into account the effect from both hemispheres and
keep potential constant along field line. The dipole tilt is
provided by BATS‐R‐US and updated together with the
magnetic field and other BATS‐R‐US parameters. The
field‐line tracing and all field‐line integrals are calculated
with the BATS‐R‐US tilt angle.
[29] In the FokRC–BATS‐R‐US simulations, we define
the electric potential at each grid point by this method. In the
CRCM–BATS‐R‐US simulations, we define the electric
potential along the polar boundary, then use the CRCM
solver to calculate the electric potential equatorward of the
polar boundary.
[30] Plasma temperature and density at the polar boundary
are calculated from BATS‐R‐US output at the equatorial
footprints of polar boundary points. BATS‐R‐US tempera-
ture and density are converted to H+/e− temperatures and
density with the following relations [Toffoletto et al., 2004]:
nMHD = ni = ne, pMHD = nikTi + nekTe, Ti/Te = 7.8. These
parameters are the same for both CRCM and FokRC runs.
All MHD data are saved with time interval between 1 and
5 min, and CRCM/FokRC inputs are updated accordingly.
3. Results for Idealized Case of Southward‐
Northward‐Southward Bz Turning
[31] We start with a BATS‐R‐US run of 7 h duration and
a southward‐northward‐southward Bz orientation. The solar
wind and IMF parameters at the BATS‐R‐US boundary are
as follows: Vx = 400 km ·s
−1; Vy = Vz = 0; n = 5 cm
−3; By =
Bx = 0; Pdyn = 1.34 nPa; −10 nT < Bz < 10 nT. The IMF Bz
is turned from north to south at t = 2.5 h and from south to
north at t = 4.5 h. The duration of the turn is about 1 min.
The BATS‐R‐US output is saved every 1 min. CRCM/
FokRC run have been started at t = 0.5 h after MHD results
have reached a steady state.
3.1. Electric Field Potential: Shielding, Overshielding,
and Penetration Electric Field
[32] The Cross Polar Cap Potential (CPCP) and Bz are
shown in Figure 1. There is a characteristic structure of
CPCP in response to the variation of Bz: quasi‐stationary
CPCP ∼110 kV at southward Bz corresponds to a strong
convection. After the Bz turning at t = 2.5 h, CPCP begins to
decrease. There is a delay time ∼10–11 min between the Bz
turning and the start of CPCP decrease. It takes ∼5 min for
the new SW conditions to travel from the simulation
boundary located at XGSM = 33 RE to the bow shock located
at XGSM ∼ 15 RE. The additional delay time ∼5–6 min is the
magnetosphere reaction time, defined by a sum of the travel
time of decelerated SW from the bow shock to the magne-
topause, and the reaction time of the magnetosphere to the
change of conditions on the magnetopause. After the mag-
netosphere starts to react, the CPCP decreases during the
next 15 min.
[33] After the CPCP reaches the minimum at t = 3 h,
northward IMF–associated (NBZ) current system [Iijima
and Shibaji, 1987; Rasmussen and Schunk, 1987] begins
to develop and causes the CPCP to increase to 20 kV. At
t∼4.6 h, a southward Bz arrives at the magnetopause and
cancels the NBZ current system. A “normal,” or typical
two‐cell convection system begins to return. At t∼5 h, the
substorm growth phase begins and is followed by recon-
nection, dipolarization and plasmoid release at t∼5.3 h. At
the end of the simulation, the profile reaches a plateau of
110 kV, the same as at the beginning of the run. The
obtained CPCP profile is very similar to that shown in the
works of Keller et al. [2005] and Taktakishvili et al.
[2007b]. Magnetic reconnection which causes a substorm
development in this case is controlled by numerical dissi-
pation. We do not introduce here the kinetic corrections to
reproduce fast reconnection rates as Taktakishvili et al.
[2007a, 2008] has done. We are interested in the study of
a single isolated substorm and for this purpose numerical
dissipation suffices.
[34] Figure 2 shows how the ionospheric electric field
responds to both SW/IMF conditions and ring current. We
calculate the potential drop (DF) along longitude for 5 fixed
latitudes (l = 49.5°, 55.4°, 60.3°, 65.1°, 67.6°) and plot
these value as a function of time, t. Figure 2a shows the
results for FokRC–BATS‐R‐US run. For given l, DF is
large for southward Bz. When Bz turned to northward
direction it decreases to zero. The potential resulting from
the NBZ system is not seen here, because it is confined to
high latitudes. The MHD boundary is located at r = 2.5 RE,
so the MHD potential at low latitudes l < 50.7° is equal to
Figure 1. MHD BATS‐R‐US cross polar cap potential
(CPCP) and solar wind Bz for an idealized case.
Figure 2. Potential drop in the ionosphere along MLT for a
given l for (a) FokRC–BATS‐R‐US and (b) CRCM–
BATS‐R‐US models.
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zero. For high values of MHD CPCP, DF is dependent on
latitude. The origin of this dependence may be illustrated
with uniform dawn‐dusk electric field at the equatorial
plane. For the dipole B field, DF = F0 · L/L0 = F0 · cos
2l0/
cos2l, where F0 is CPCP at the boundary located at l0.
[35] The results for the CRCM–BATS‐R‐US simulation
are shown in Figure 2b. The CRCM computational domain
is extended to low latitudes (l = 11.8°), allowing CRCM to
describe the potential at low latitudes more realistically.
There are shielding effect around t = 2 h and overshielding
effect around t = 3 h. However, both overshielding and
shielding effects are interfered with the latitude dependence
of DF. To see directly the effect of the RC, we normalize
the obtained value of DF for each time at a given latitude to
the value at t0 = 0.5 h at the same latitude, when the RC
influence is minimal. With this normalization, we exclude
the latitude dependence from a set of DF at a given time, t.
[36] Figure 3a shows the normalized potential drop DFn
for FokRC–BATS‐R‐US run. We assume DFn = 0 at l =
49.5° to emphasize the absence of the electric field. DFn for
other latitudes has the same value at a given time, t, indi-
cating that there is no effect from the ring current. In other
words, the electric field penetrates from polar boundary
without any decrease, to low latitudes. Furthermore, there
are no shielding or overshielding effects. Of course, the
condition DFn = 0 at latitudes below 50.7° means “perfect
shielding” at those latitudes, but this is an effect of the
boundary condition specified in the ionospheric solver and
not a ring current effect. Note also that the condition of zero
potential means an absence of electric field. From an
experimental point of view, this is inaccurate, at least for
disturbed periods with strong penetrating electric field [see,
e.g., Huang et al., 2007].
[37] The results for the CRCM–BATS‐R‐US simulation
are shown in Figure 3b. At t = 0, all plots start from the same
value, as expected. At t = 2 h, DFn = 0.55 at l = 49.5°,
55.4°, 60.3°, DFn = 0.65 at l = 65.1° and DFn = 0.8 at l =
65.1°. In other words, the normalized potential drop has a
higher value at higher latitudes. This signals the weakening
of the electric field at low latitudes and demonstrates the
shielding effect. The shielding, however, is not perfect at
low latitudes in the sense that the electric field is not zero.
Assuming that the measure of shielding in this case is the
ratio DFn, CRCM‐BATSRUS/DFn, FokRC‐BATSRUS, we find that
the ring current weakens the potential at low latitudes by a
factor two. The shielding lasts during the entire time interval
in which the IMF Bz component is directed southward.
When the CPCP starts to decrease due to the arrival of
northward Bz, the potential drop at all latitudes decreases
accordingly. Beginning at t = 2.9 h, the minimum value of
DFn occurs at the highest latitude. This signals on over-
shielding effect. The maximum effect takes place during the
30 min after Bz turning, but the residual effect lasts during
all interval of northward Bz. At t = 4.7 h, southward Bz
arrives at the magnetopause, andDFn starts to increase at all
latitudes. There is a short time interval 4.7 h < t < 4.8 h
during which DFn has the same value at all latitudes, sig-
naling the direct penetration of the electric field. For that
idealized case, the duration of the effect is about 10 min.
After that time interval, the shielding begins to recover. An
injection signature is clearly seen around t = 5.5 h when
DFn starts to decrease at l = 65.1° and at l = 67.6°. It takes
place after a reconnection event occurs at t = 5.3 h (Figure 1).
Simultaneously, the dipolarization takes place and an
inductive electric field is formed, pushing particles into the
inner magnetosphere and producing even stronger shielding.
Geostationary orbit falls into the region where the injection
signature is seen (l ∼ 67°).
[38] From Figure 3b we extract shielding/overshielding/
penetration characteristic times for the idealized event.
When strong convection is imposed on weak ring current at
t = t0, the shielding formation time is ∼0.5 h at high latitudes
(l = 65.1°, 67.6°), and ∼2–2.5 h at low latitudes (l = 60.3°,
55.4°, 49.5°). The overshielding is more expressed during
∼0.5 h after the CPCP decrease. The direct penetration of
electric field lasts ∼10 min after the sharp CPCP increase.
After that, the shielding at low latitudes is reestablished by
preexisting RC.
3.2. Ring Current Energy (Dst*) and Pressure
Radial Profiles
[39] Figure 4 shows Dst* for the FokRC–BATS‐R‐US
and CRCM–BATS‐R‐US runs (see Appendix D for Dst*
derivation). Dst* starts from the same value in both runs.
Figure 3. Normalized potential drop in the ionosphere
along MLT for a given l for (a) FokRC–BATS‐R‐US and
(b) CRCM–BATS‐R‐US models. The potential drop is nor-
malized to a value at the same l at t = 0.5 h when ring cur-
rent influence is minimal.
Figure 4. The Dst* index calculated from the ring current
energy using the DPS relation for FokRC–BATS‐R‐US and
CRCM–BATS‐R‐US models.
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Dst* is nonzero because the inner magnetosphere is filled
with preexisted RC calculated from empirical model of
Sheldon and Hamilton [1993]. During the period of south-
ward Bz, Dst* for both runs decreases. At t = 2.7 h, Dst* =
−32 nT for the CRCM–BATS‐R‐US run and Dst* = −37 nT
for the FokRC–BATS‐R‐US run. This difference comes
from the shielding effect in the CRCM that prevents parti-
cles from entering the inner magnetosphere. At t = 2.7 h,
Dst* starts to decrease more rapidly when northward Bz
strikes the magnetopause causing a decrease in CPCP and
electric field intensity. This is an effect of the inductive
electric field. The inductive electric field is included
explicitly in CRCM and the induced drift velocity is calcu-
lated from the instantaneous velocity of the magnetic field
tube motion in response to temporal variation of the mag-
netic field [Fok et al., 1996]. When northward Bz arrives at
the magnetopause, the magnetosphere starts to change
configuration from more stretched at the nightside and a
more compressed at the dayside to more dipole‐like con-
figuration. The inductive electric field (motion of magnetic
field lines) moves particles to the Earth at the nightside and
away from the Earth at the dayside. This is similar to the
effect of the dawn‐dusk electric field. The RC at this time is
asymmetric (see Figure 6) and concentrated at the nightside,
so the inductive electric field causes an energization of the
ring current. This effect lasts ∼10 min while the magneto-
sphere adjusts its configuration, so the total change in Dst*
is small in this case, about 5 nT for both runs.
[40] During the time interval 3 h < t < 4.6 h, Dst* recovers
slowly. At t = 4.7 h, southward Bz arrives at the magneto-
pause and the magnetosphere starts to stretch at the night-
side and compress at the dayside. The RC at this time is
almost symmetric (see Figure 6). The induction electric field
at the nightside is directed opposite the to convection and
prevents the new population from entering the inner mag-
netosphere. At the dayside, the convection electric field tries
to remove particles from the inner magnetosphere while the
induction electric field has the opposite effect. Because the
induction electric field is stronger at the nightside, the net
effect causes Dst* to increase for both runs. Dst* increases
until the reconnection and dipolarization injection start to
develop at t = 5.4 h. At the end of the injection, at t = 6.5 h,
a noticeable increase in Dst* arises (about 15 nT) in both
runs. Again the reason is that the shielding of electric field
prevents particle from entering the inner magnetosphere. We
can now estimate the effect of a single isolated injection on
ring current buildup: the Dst* change due to the injection
equals ∼ −7nT for CRCM–BATS‐R‐US and ∼ −17nT for
FokRC–BATS‐R‐US. The results for the FokRC–BATS‐R‐
US simulation presents the limiting case of zero shielding.
For CRCM–BATS‐R‐US run, we have found that potential
drops at low latitudes are diminished by approximately a
factor of two compared with the zero‐shielding case.
Therefore, even relatively weak shielding significantly
reduces the effect of isolated substorm injection.
[41] An injection contribution to the RC can also be seen
from pressure profiles. Figure 5a shows a radial profile of
total pressure at t = 2.5 h, along MLT = 0000 at the end of a
period of stationary strong convection, for FokRC–BATS‐
R‐US, CRCM–BATS‐R‐US and BATS‐R‐US stand‐alone
(uncoupled) runs. Figure 5b shows the profiles after the
injection occurs, at t = 6.5 h.
[42] Before the injection, the profiles for CRCM–BATS‐
R‐US and FokRC–BATS‐R‐US runs are comparable. In the
BATS‐R‐US run, the pressure is an order of magnitude
lower than for runs with an inner magnetosphere model. The
maximum value for both runs with RC is ∼10 nPa. For the
BATS‐R‐US run, the value of the pressure in the inner
magnetosphere is ∼0.5 nPa. This result is consistent with
that obtained by Toffoletto et al. [2004] and De Zeeuw et al.
[2004]. After the injection, the pressure radial profiles
change dramatically. The maximum value of the pressure
for the CRCM–BATS‐R‐US run is ∼30 nPa. The maximum
is located at r ∼4.2 RE. The maximum value of pressure
for the FokRC–BATS‐R‐US run is significantly higher,
∼110 nPa; the maximum is located at ∼3.5 RE. This
demonstrates the importance of ionospheric feedback in RC
models. Statistical studies of pressure profiles in the inner
magnetosphere are in good agreement with CRCM–BATS‐
R‐US results and show that the value for the pressure peak
is ∼10–30 nPa [Lui, 2003; Ebihara et al., 2002].
[43] It is important to note that Dst* changes the behavior
from increasing to decreasing shortly (several minutes) after
the dipolarization starts (t = 5.3 h, Figure 1). This is a
consequence of global change in magnetospheric dynamics
and affects both the preexisting ring current and newly
injected one.
3.3. Ring Current Pressure and Electric Field
Dynamics
[44] Figure 6 shows the dynamics of the inner magneto-
sphere over several snapshots during the idealized event for
the CRCM–BATS‐R‐US run. For each selected time, a plot
of total RC pressure and a plot of field‐aligned current are
shown. All quantities are mapped to the equatorial plane.
The plot of field‐aligned currents is overlayed with equipo-
tentials for the convection electric field (without corotation).
3.3.1. Steady Convection at Southward Bz and SAID/
PJ Signature
[45] Near the beginning of the run at t = 0.77 h, the RC is
weak and concentrated around midnight. The Region II
Figure 5. Radial pressure profiles (MLT = 0000 h) for
FokRC–BATS‐R‐US, CRCM–BATS‐R‐US, and BATS‐
R‐US only runs (a) under stationary strong convection and
(b) in the end of the run after the injection occurs. The Y
scale is different for Figures 5a and 5b.
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current is clearly seen in Figure 6 as an upward field‐aligned
current (blue color) in the dawn sector and a downward
field‐aligned current (red color) in the dusk sector. However
the shielding is weak because field‐aligned currents are
located in a zone with relatively high conductivity (not
shown here).
[46] At the end of the Bz southward interval (t = 2.57 h),
the RC is strongly asymmetric. There is a band of enhanced
electric field in the dusk sector (MLT ∼2000 h) which can
be associated with a Subauroral Ion Drift/Polarization Jet
signature (SAID/PJ) [Galperin et al., 1974; Spiro et al.,
1978]. SAID/PJ fields are usually associated with a newly
injected plasma sheet population due to the strong convec-
tion [e.g., Toffoletto et al., 2003]. This feature is seen in the
dusk sector (MLT ∼2000 h). It is formed after ∼1 h of
simulations and can be interpreted as a result of shielding
from enhanced electric field [Southwood and Wolf, 1978].
Shielding is also manifested by the skewing of the equipo-
tential lines in the morning sector [Brandt et al., 2002; Wolf
et al., 2007]. The Region II current is extended to the
dayside sector, but due to high conductivity the effect on the
electric field is weak.
Figure 6. Ring current dynamics for the CRCM–BATS‐R‐US idealized event. (a and c) Ring current
(RC) pressure for 1–180 H+ (in color, logarithmic scale) at different times, t. (b and d) Snapshots of iono-
spheric Birkeland currents (BC) for the same times (in color) overplotted with convection equipotentials;
corotation is excluded. All quantities are mapped onto the equatorial plane. BC and RC pressure are in
mA/m2 (from −1 to +1) and nPa (from 0 to 15), respectively. Equipotentials are 3 kV spacing. BC are
positive down into the ionosphere. Sun is to the left. Dashed circles denote geostationary orbit.
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3.3.2. Overshielding After Bz Turning and Formation
of Symmetric Ring Current at Northward Bz
[47] At t = 2.93 h the polar cap potential drops substan-
tially, and the RC‐imposed electric field becomes apparent.
This effect is seen as a two‐cell convection pattern with one
cell centered around MLT ∼0300 h and the other cell around
MLT ∼1900 h. This is an overshielding effect. Because the
polar cap potential does not drop simultaneously, the RC has
time to adjust itself to a more symmetric configuration, so
the overshielding is not as strong as in the case of a simul-
taneous potential drop. At t = 4.64, the end of the northward
Bz interval, the RC becomes symmetric, as expected, and the
RC‐imposed electric field is almost zero.
3.3.3. Substorm Growth Phase and Dipolarization/
Injection
[48] At t = 4.7 h, the potential drop begins to increase and
the RC becomes asymmetric again. As a result, a strong
longitudinal pressure gradient and field‐aligned current
arises at t = 5.1 h. In the dusk sector (MLT ∼2000 h), field‐
aligned currents trigger an appearance of strong electric
fields that resemble that of a SAID/PJ. This structure
intensifies in the end of the growth phase. The Dst* changes
little, thus this is an effect of RC reconfiguration. The
pressure gradients are formed by the preexisting population,
so the time of formation is short, about ∼15 min after the
potential drop starts to increase.
[49] Field‐line stretching on the nightside begins at t =
4.7 h and lasts until the reconnection occurs at t = 5.3 h and
dipolarization develops. Before the dipolarization starts, the
induction electric field on the nightside worked against
convection and particle transport into the inner magneto-
sphere. After the dipolarization starts, a strong convection
together with induction electric field pushes particles into
the inner magnetosphere and creates an injection. The
injection is concentrated on the nightside and makes a
quadrupole structure of field‐aligned currents (t= 5.4, 5.53 h).
[50] This complex structure of field‐aligned currents is




b̂  rP rV
[Vasyliunas, 1970] where J is field‐aligned current calcu-
lated in the ionosphere, Bi is an ionospheric magnetic field,
P is a plasma pressure, V is volume of magnetic flux tube. For
simplicity, we use here the isotropic form of the Vasyliunas
equation, although field‐aligned currents in the model
are calculated from its kinetic version, as described in
Appendix C. To understand how the structure of field‐
aligned currents is formed, the isotropic form is sufficient.
Because the radial component of E × B drift (combined
effect of induction electric field and convection) is larger
around midnight, particles intrude into the inner magneto-
sphere more deeply near midnight. This creates an angle
between rP and rV at polar and equatorial edges of the
injection region. The sign of the cross product is changed
during transition from premidnight to postmidnight sector.
Additionally, the direction of rP is opposite at polar and
equatorward edges. As a result, a pair of field‐aligned cur-
rents is formed both at the inner (equatorward) edge of the
injection and at the outer (polar) edge.
[51] At t = 5.53 h, two populations persist: a preexisting
one, and a newly injected population. Each population is
spatially confined, and carries two layers of field‐aligned
current. This layered structure is clearly seen in the dusk
sector and interlaced in the dawn sector where the two
populations coexist. There are two separated signatures of
SAID/PJ in the dusk sector: one of them corresponds to the
old population and the second corresponds to newly injected
population. The injection‐induced SAID/PJ forms between
t = 5.4 h and t = 5.53 (∼8 min).
[52] Gradually the new population merges with the old
one. At t = 6.8 h a new quasi‐stationary picture is estab-
lished, similar to that at t = 2.5 h before the southward‐
northward Bz turning, with quasi‐stationary SAID/PJ,
shielding and Region II currents.
[53] The SAID/PJ signature that arises at the substorm
growth phase is more localized at MLT then that of quasi‐
stationary SAID/PJ under a strong stable convection. Also,
this structure is transient and eventually merges with the
SAID/PJ near the injection region, forming the quasi‐
stationary SAID/PJ during substorm recovery phase.
[54] In the FokRC–BATS‐R‐US run, the development of
the injection is similar to that in CRCM–BATS‐R‐US
model, but completely missing the structure of electric fields
and Region II field‐aligned currents (Figure 7). The electric
field structure for the FokRC–BATS‐R‐US run remains the
same all the time (modified by scaling factor from the
CPCP). Due to an artificially placed boundary at low lati-
tudes in the FokRC‐BATS‐R‐US model, there are also two
regions of extremely high electric field in the dusk and dawn
sectors near the equatorial boundary. This electric field
arises because boundary condition for MHD ionospheric
solver assumes zero electric field at latitudes below 50.7°.
Equipotential lines are expelled from the region equatorward
of the boundary, creating an enhanced electric field. The
intensive electric field together with lack of shielding pushes
particles closer to the Earth and creates significantly higher
RC pressure than in the case of self‐consistent electric field
with the shielding (Figure 5).
4. Results for 12 August 2000 Event
[55] The geomagnetic storm on 12 August 2000 occurred
on the third day of a period of intense geomagnetic activity
which started on 10 August 2000. During 10–11 August 2000,
a number of sawtooth events were reported [Henderson et
al., 2006], with Dst minimum ∼−106 nT at ∼0700 UT,
11 August 2000. Early on 12 August 2000 (0000–0200 UT),
the activity was relatively small (Figure 8). At ∼0215 UT, a
strongly southward Bz arrived at the magnetopause and
caused the development of a large substorm (as seen in
AL index) at ∼0300 UT. Dst/SYMH indices reach the
minimum of ∼−235 nT at ∼1000 UT. Figure 8a shows ACE
SW bulk velocity and density for that interval acquired by
the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE). Figure 8b
shows GSM Bz and By IMF components. All data are
shifted to bow shock position. Figure 8c shows AU/AL
indices, and Figure 8d shows SYMH/Dst indices.
[56] The BATS‐R‐US run begins at 1800 UT, 11 August
2000, and ends at 1200 UT, 12 August 2000. The output is
saved every 4 min at 1800 UT < t < 0200 UT; 0630 UT < t <
1200 UT and 2 min at 0200 UT < t < 0630 UT, near the
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main phase. CRCM–BATS‐R‐US and FokRC–BATS‐R‐
US runs begin at 1830 UT. To obtain density and temper-
ature for CRCM/FokRC input we double MHD density and
diminish the temperature by factor two at the polar CRCM/
FokRC boundary, keeping the pressure constant.
[57] To justify the factor two, we plot the adjusted BATS‐
R‐US density and temperature and compare with one
obtained from Tsyganenko and Mukai [2003] empirical
model of the plasma sheet (Figure 9). The MHD density and
temperature are taken at the polar CRCM/FokRC boundary
(∼8 RE) near the midnight. The Tsyganenko and Mukai
model is calculated near 10 RE at the midnight. The SW and
IMF data for Tsyganenko and Mukai model are averaged
over 20 min. The BATS‐R‐US temperature and density
after adjustment by factor two are in reasonable agreement
with the empirical model. Also, we have found that high
value for the temperature at the RC boundary in the original
setup (with nonadjusted MHD parameters) reduces ENAs
fluxes in the postmidnight RC enhancement. The adjustment
makes the data‐model comparison with IMAGE/HENA
better.
[58] A high value for the temperature at the boundary
probably indicates a lack of two‐way coupling that makes
field lines more stretched and the ratio density/temperature
more reasonable (results for RCM–BATS‐R‐US two‐way
coupled model were taken from CCMCWeb site; not shown
here).
4.1. Cross Polar Cap Potential: MHD Versus
Empirical Models
[59] Figure 10a shows the MHD CPCP calculated for both
northern and southern hemispheres and the potential drop
along polar boundary in FokRC/CRCM runs. There is an
apparent difference between the CPCP in two hemispheres.
At the end of the run, this difference is about a factor of two.
There are several reasons that explain this effect. The first
reason is a different geometry of an open magnetic field
lines due to the tilt angle and effect of large By (∼30 nT).
The other reason is a difference in the illumination by the
sunlight, and hence in the conductivities between two
hemispheres [e.g., Zhang et al., 2007]. Besides these factors,
it is possible that some numerical errors related to finite grid
resolution and numerical diffusion contribute to the differ-
Figure 8. Geomagnetic conditions for 11–12 August 2000.
(a) Solar wind Pdyn and velocity (OMNIweb); (b) IMF Bz
and By (OMIweb); (c) AU and AL (Kyoto); (d) SYMH
and Dst (Kyoto).
Figure 7. Comparison of electric potential for (a) FokRC‐
BATS‐R‐US and (b) CRCM–BATS‐R‐US idealized event,
t = 2.7 h. Equipotentials are 3 kV spacing. Sun is to the left.
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ence in CPCP on the open field lines. It is difficult to esti-
mate this effect here. The dependence of cross polar cap
potential and potential drop along field line may be studied
by varying grid resolution and the MHD solver and will be a
subject of future work.
[60] Figure 10b shows CPCP calculated from three
models which are used as an input to CRCM: Boyle relation
[Boyle et al., 1997], Hill‐Ober relation [Ober et al., 2003]
and Weimer‐2000 model [Weimer, 2001] for northern ion-
osphere. To calculate the potential value, SW and IMF data
were averaged over the interval of 1 min and shifted to bow
shock position. There is a remarkably good correlation
between MHD potential and the one calculated from the
other models, with the best agreement found with the
Weimer‐2000 model. The Boyle relation overestimates
CPCP for large Bz and By, because it does not include
CPCP saturation. It should be noted that the Boyle relation
does not include also any dependence from conductivity or
tilt angle. In other words the CPCP calculated from the
Boyle relation is the same for two hemispheres and cannot
describe any seasonal dependence of CPCP or difference
between two hemispheres. The Hill‐Ober relation includes
the dependence from conductivity in the polar cap but not
from tilt angle. Even in the case of symmetric conductivi-
ties, with the tilt angle the geometry of open/closed lines
will be different in the two hemispheres.
[61] Figure 10c shows AMIE‐derived 1 min CPCP
[Ridley and Kihn, 2004] overlapped with BATS‐R‐US
CPCP from Figure 10a. The comparison is reasonable, so at
least for this particular case AMIE data, MHD results and
empirical models are in good agreement.
[62] Note also the relatively sharp spikes in BATS‐R‐US
CPCP (Figure 10a) are reproduced by three empirical
models (Figure 10b). Almost each spike in Figure 10b
during 1900–0100 UT has a corresponding spike in
Figure 10a, and some of them are also seen in AMIE CPCP.
The detailed analysis of BATS‐R‐US CPCP, AMIE‐derived
CPCP and Weimer‐2000 CPCP shows that BATS‐R‐US
CPCP can resolve sharp changes in 1 min averaged SW data
(as seen by Weimer‐2000 model) with 5 min accuracy. This
is some justification that empirical models for ionospheric
potential which depend from current SW and IMF condi-
tions can be used under varying SW and IMF input, when
the SW and IMF data are properly averages and shifted in
time to bow shock position. The averaging time can be
model‐dependent.
[63] It has been shown for an idealized case (section 3.1)
that the MHD quasi‐stationary state in CPCP is achieved
after ∼15 min. The difference between the reaction time for
the idealized case and the real case is explained by at least
two factors. First, the overall driving for the real case is
stronger. For example, the delay time between arrival of
strong southward SW Bz at ∼0535 UT to the bow shock (at
∼10 RE) and buildup of strong convection in the ionosphere
is ∼2 min. The second reason is that the quasi‐stationary
state is not reached in a real case if the variations in SW/IMF
conditions are faster then the reaction time for an idealized
case (with instant SW and IMF conditions).
4.2. Energetic Neutral Atom Images
[64] During the main phase of 12 August 2000 storm
the RC exhibited strong MLT asymmetry–postmidnight
enhancement of 10–100 keV protons and energetic neutral
atom (ENA) fluxes. This feature was successfully modeled
by CRCM [Ebihara and Fok, 2004] for several storms and
for 12 August 2000 storm particularly. It was concluded that
Figure 10. CPCP dynamics during 11–12 August 2000.
(a) CPCP for BATS‐R‐US in northern and southern hemi-
spheres and at CRCM/FokRC polar boundary; (b) CPCP
for Boyle, Weimer, and Hill‐Ober models; (c) AMIE‐derived
CPCP and BATS‐R‐US CPCP for northern hemisphere.
Figure 9. Comparison of adjusted BATS‐R‐US plasma
parameters at the polar CRCM/FokRC boundary with the
Tsyganenko and Mukai (TM2003) plasma sheet model for
11–12 August 2000. (a) BATS‐R‐US adjusted density
(doubled by factor two) and TM2003 density; (b) BATS‐
R‐US adjusted temperature (diminished by factor two) and
TM2003 temperature. The BATS‐R‐US plasma parameters
are taken from ∼8 RE near geomagnetic equator at the mid-
night. TM2003 is calculated at the midnight at 10 RE with
SW and IMF data averaged over 20 min.
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this is very natural behavior of RC ions and is explained by
the combined effect of electric field shielding and the sharp
conductivity gradient near the terminator. By modeling of
ENA emissions and comparing with IMAGE/HENA data,
we check the validity of CRCM–BATS‐R‐US and FokRC–
BATS‐R‐US models.
[65] We consider ENA emissions from RC as optically
thin. In this case ENA intensity can be obtained from line of
sight integrals [Roelof, 1987]: jENA,s = ss
R
nH jsdr, where ss
is charge‐exchange cross section; nH – geocorona H density,
js is the ion (H
+ or O+) intensity. The details of the ENA
calculations are given by Ebihara and Fok [2004].
[66] Figure 11 shows the IMAGE/HENA data at two
snapshots during the main phase of the storm (at t = 0700 UT
and t = 0800 UT) together with modeled ENA emissions
and equatorial differential H+ flux for FokRC–BATS‐R‐US
and CRCM–BATS‐R‐US runs. Figure 11 shows IMAGE/
HENA flux integrated in the energy range 27–39 keV.
Strong emissions between MLT 0000 and 0600 h with a
taillike structure in the evening sector is a clear example of
postmidnight RC enhancement at the storm’s main phase
[Brandt et al., 2002; Ebihara and Fok, 2004]. The CRCM–
BATS‐R‐US modeled emissions (Figure 11) show a good
agreement with the data, both in spatial distribution and
intensity. RC ENA emissions shown here are a reasonably
good representation of the local time distribution of the
underlying ring current ion distribution which has clear
enhancement in the postmidnight sector and tail in the
evening sector.
[67] The modeled ENAs (Figure 11) for the FokRC–
BATS‐R‐US run are completely different from the HENA
data in terms of spatial distribution. The reason for this
discrepancy is the effect of ionospheric feedback and
shielding effects of RC‐imposed electric field. In the
absence of shielding (FokRC–BATS‐R‐US run), induction
electric field pushes particles closer to the Earth. After some
time the RC becomes more symmetric (Figure 11). ENAs
are “reflected” from the symmetric RC and form a ring
around the Earth.
[68] The overestimation of fluxes by FokRC–BATS‐R‐
US is also seen from comparison of modeled SYMH* with
pressure‐corrected Kyoto SYMH index (Figure 12). There is
a good agreement between CRCM–BATS‐R‐US and cor-
rected SYMH. FokRC–BATS‐R‐US SYMH* shows qual-
itatively the same behavior but the absolute value is
considerably larger both for CRCM–BATS‐R‐US SYMH*
and Kyoto SYMH*.
[69] It should be noted that optically thick low‐altitude
emissions from the exosphere are not modeled properly
here. We can only estimate a possible location of such an
emissions by including an exospheric oxygen component in
the ENA calculations. From the modeled ENA images, these
emissions can be seen as dark red pixels near the Earth’s
limb. These pixels probably correspond to low‐altitude
emission in the data. More precise calculations of low‐
altitude emissions are under the way.
[70] Because ENA production depends from pitch angle
distribution, it is interesting to see how large the anisotropy
becomes in the inner magnetosphere. Figure 13 shows the
anisotropy of CRCM–BATS‐R‐US equatorial fluxes cal-
culated at 0800 UT at 27–39 H+ keV and 60–120 H+ keV;
Figure 11. The postmidnight enhancement of the ring
current during the main phase of the 12 August 2000 storm
at (left) 0700 UT and (right) 0800 UT. (top to bottom)
IMAGE/HENA 27–39 keV H ENA flux (/sm2/sr/s);
CRCM–BATS‐R‐US simulated H ENA flux (/sm2/sr/s);
CRCM–BATS‐R‐US equatorial differential 27–39 keV H+
flux (/keV/sm2/sr/); FokRC–BATS‐R‐US simulated
H ENA flux; FokRC–BATS‐R‐US equatorial differential
27–39 keV H+ flux. A logarithmic scale is used.
Figure 12. Pressure‐corrected Kyoto SYMH, CRCM–
BATS‐R‐US SYMH*, and FokRC–BATS‐R‐US SYMH*
for 11–12 August 2000.
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IMAGE/HENA data at 60–120 keV are not shown here, but
integrated ENA flux for this energy range is the same order
of magnitude as integrated ENA flux at 27–39 keV.
Anisotropy is defined as A = ( jperp − jpar)/( jperp + jpar),
where jperp and jpar are perpendicular and parallel flux,
respectively. If A = 0 then perpendicular and parallel fluxes
are equal in magnitude, i.e., the case of isotropic distribu-
tion. The case A = 1 corresponds to pure perpendicular
distribution, and A = −1 to pure parallel distribution. The
obtained pitch angle distribution is not isotropic, and isot-
ropy depends on energy, equatorial distance r and MLT. A
detailed explanation of the obtained profiles is difficult to
make due to time‐dependent behavior of the electromag-
netic field, although drift shell splitting in the asymmetric
magnetic field plays some role, especially for high energies.
Most of ENA production is confined within the sphere with
r ∼ 3 RE, where geocorona density is high. Pitch angle
distribution defines what fraction of distribution function
covers this region. In general, field‐aligned distribution
would produce stronger ENAs then that of isotropic (with
the same number of particles in magnetic flux tube), and
isotropic distribution would produce more strong ENAs then
that of equatorial. The dependence of ENA production from
pitch angle distribution is studied by Zheng et al. [2008].
[71] CRCM–BATS‐R‐US model can describe not only
global RC morphology but also RC injections. An example
is shown in Figure 14 which shows integrated HENA flux
for energies in the range of 60–119 keV at 0230 UT. The first
image is taken at 0230 UT, after the Bz turning at 0215 UT.
At this time both modeled and observed SYMH* starts to
decrease indicating the RC buildup. The next two images
are taken at 0254–0258 UT and 0308–0312 UT accordingly.
Low‐altitude emissions are intensified at ∼0256 UT. Addi-
tionally, a strip of enhanced ENA flux is seen in nightside
sector. This strip appears at ∼0256 UT and becomes brighter
at ∼0310 UT. At the same time IMAGE/HENA data show
significant intensification of low‐altitude emissions in the
conjugate hemispheres.
[72] Figure 14 shows modeled ENA emissions for the
CRCM–BATS‐R‐US simulation. Both low‐altitude emis-
sions (as dark red pixels near the Earth) and strip in the
nightside sector are seen. At ∼0256 UT, there is an inten-
sification of the emissions corresponding to the same feature
in the data. From equatorial fluxes, it is seen that the
enhancement in ENA emissions corresponds to enhancement
in equatorial fluxes. In other words, the rapid southward Bz
turning at 0215 UT causes RC buildup and intensification of
60–119 keV H+ fluxes in the inner magnetosphere, which is
seen from ENA data. The agreement is better for the
CRCM–BATS‐R‐US model. Again, FokRC–BATS‐R‐US
demonstrates significantly higher fluxes both for ENA and
equatorial H+ fluxes than for CRCM–BATS‐R‐US.
[73] To analyze the relation between ENA/H+ enhance-
ment and substorm activity we have plotted GOES 8/10
magnetic field tilt angle, AU/AL indices, CRCM–BATS‐R‐
US calculated SYMH* index and pressure‐corrected Kyoto
SYMH (Figure 15). At ∼0230 UT, shortly after Bz changed
polarity at ∼0215 UT, GOES shows stretching of magnetic
field lines. This can be identified as the substorm growth
phase. GOES 8 and GOES 10 detect a dipolarization at
∼0300 UT (MLT ∼2200 h) and ∼0310 UT (MLT ∼1800 h)
accordingly. The start of dipolarization at GOES 8 coincides
with a sharp AL intensification and may be attributed to
substorm expansion onset. However, modeled SYMH* and
pressure‐corrected Kyoto SYMH indices show that RC
buildup has started before the substorm onset. Analysis of
BATS‐R‐US magnetic field configuration shows that there
is no dipolarization signature at geostationary orbit between
0200 and 0400 UT (not shown here). Analysis of IMAGE/
HENA fluxes near 0300 UT does not show significant
temporal changes in RC emissions, although there is an
intensification of low‐altitude emissions at that time. We
conclude that both the RC buildup (SYMH index) and the RC
injection signature from IMAGE/HENA data are the result
of enhanced convection during the substorm growth phase.
We do not consider low‐altitude emissions here. Good
quality IMAGE/HENA data are available until ∼0315 UT,
so there is some possibility that the substorm may influence
RC ENA emissions later.
[74] We have found that Dst*/SYMH* has been decreased
during the substorm growth phase. The result is different
from what we obtained in section 3.2, where Dst*/SYMH*
increased during the substorm growth phase. This is
explained by the difference in the convection strength:
modeled CPCP is ∼100 kV for the idealized event and
∼200 kV for 0230 UT of 12 August 2000.
5. Summary and Conclusions
[75] We present the first results of a new CRCM–BATS‐
R‐US model combination and compare them with those of
the FokRC–BATS‐R‐US model combination. Both models
take SW and IMF data as an input and produce ring current
(RC) particle fluxes in the inner magnetosphere as an out-
put; however, CRCM–BATS‐R‐US considers a more real-
istic magnetosphere‐ionosphere coupling. The difference
between two models is that the FokRC takes the electric
field from the MHD code while the CRCM calculates the
electric field in a self‐consistent way and MHD electric
potential is used only as a polar boundary condition.
Figure 13. Radial profiles of pitch angle anisotropy
for equatorial CRCM–BATS‐R‐US H+ flux at 0800 UT,
12 August 2000. (a) Energy range is 27–39 keV; (b) energy
range is 60–120 keV. Anisotropy −1/0/1 corresponds to
field‐aligned/isotropic/perpendicular distribution, respec-
tively. Profiles for different MLT sectors are shown by color.
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[76] The comparison of CRCM–BATS‐R‐USwith FokRC–
BATS‐R‐US results show that realistic coupling with the
ionosphere (effect of RC‐imposed electric field) plays a key
role in the electrodynamics of the inner magnetosphere. The
lack of a RC‐imposed electric field in FokRC–BATS‐R‐US
causes significantly higher particle fluxes and pressure in the
inner magnetosphere then that of CRCM–BATS‐R‐US.
This result is consistent with the result of Taktakishvili et al.
[2007b] who found that FokRC–BATS‐R‐US produces
fluxes at the geosynchronous orbit which are significantly
higher then LANL data (Figure 2 from Taktakishvili et al.
[2007b]).
[77] The CRCM–BATS‐R‐US model can successfully
reproduce the postmidnight RC enhancement as seen by
IMAGE/HENA on 12 August 2000 during the late main
phase of the storm. During the early main phase, we extract
a ring current injection signature from IMAGE/HENA data.
The CRCM–BATS‐R‐US model can successfully repro-
duce this injection (high‐altitude RC ENA emissions). The
analysis of SYMH, AL indices, GOES data and model
results leads to the suggestion that this injection is due to
enhanced convection during the substorm growth phase at
the beginning of the storm’s main phase. For the FokRC–
BATS‐R‐US model, agreement with IMAGE/HENA is
Figure 14. The development of a ring current injection during the 12 August 2000 storm. (top to bottom)
IMAGE/HENA 60–119 keV H ENA flux (/sm2/sr/s); CRCM–BATS‐R‐US simulated H ENA flux
(/sm2/sr/s); equatorial differential 60–119 keV H+ flux (/keV/sm2/sr/s); FokRC–BATS‐R‐US simulated
H ENA flux; FokRC–BATS‐R‐US equatorial differential 60–119 keV H+ flux. The scale is logarithmic.
At ∼0215 UT, a southward Bz turning triggers activity. (left) At UT 0230, H+ fluxes and H ENAs before
the development of the injection. (middle) At 0255 UT, particles intrude deeply into the inner magne-
tosphere in the evening sector. This causes an intensification of ring current ENA emissions both in
IMAGE/HENA data and in simulated results. (right) 0310 UT.
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poor. Modeled SYMH* is significantly lower than pressure‐
corrected Kyoto SYMH and CRCM–BATS‐R‐US SYMH*.
[78] For the idealized event, CRCM–BATS‐R‐US suc-
cessfully reproduces well known features of inner magne-
tosphere electrodynamics: strong convection under the
southward Bz; the development of an electric field shield-
ing; an overshielding effect when Bz changes the polarity
from southward to northward; a weak convection under
prolonged interval of northward Bz; an induction electric
field during the substorm development; SAID/PJ electric
field in the dusk sector during strong convection. By cal-
culating a potential drop along a given ionospheric latitude,
we quantitatively describe the shielding, overshielding and
penetration electric field effects and estimate the character-
istic lifetimes.
[79] For the idealized case, we have shown that the stable
structure of Region II field‐aligned currents is formed dur-
ing prolonged intervals of strong quasi‐stationary convec-
tion, or at final stage of substorm development. During
transient states when Bz changes polarity and/or substorm
occurs, multilayered structures of field‐aligned currents are
formed. We interpret these as complex structures of partial
ring current (including injections), created by spatial and
temporal variations of electric fields (both convection and
induction), and plasma sheet source at polar boundary of
ring current model. Our results are consistent with the recent
studies of Yang et al. [2008], Buzulukova et al. [2008], and
Ebihara et al. [2009] showing that complex structure of
Region II currents and RC obtained with RCM and CRCM
agrees reasonably well with the observations.
[80] The CRCM–BATS‐R‐US model shows that SAID/
PJs are formed during quasi‐stationary strong convection
under southward Bz and correspond to quasi‐stationary
structures of Region II currents. Additionally, strong electric
fields in the evening sector, which resemble SAID/PJs
appear at a substorm growth phase. This effect occurs when
the RC changes configuration from symmetric to asym-
metric, and newly injected plasma during substorm devel-
opment is not needed. The formation time for the structure is
∼15 min. The structure that resembles SAID/PJ is also
formed near the injection region during substorm develop-
ment. The formation time of injection‐induced SAID/PJ is
defined by the substorm injection development (∼8 min).
The obtained complex structure of electric field may explain
some experimental observations of fast (∼10 min) formation
of SAID/PJ during substorm development deep in the inner
magnetosphere [Khalipov et al., 2001; Mishin and Mishin,
2007].
[81] We have shown that the FokRC–BATS‐R‐US model
produces stronger RC than that of CRCM–BATS‐R‐US. In
other words, MHD electric and magnetic fields and plasma
sheet parameters are sufficient to produce strong RC. This is
consistent with the results obtained by Southwood [1977]
who showed that Region II currents can be also generated
in an ideal MHD. However, the BATS‐R‐US stand alone
produces weak RC (low total pressure) and weak Region II
currents [Ridley et al., 2001]. This can be explained by
difficulties for a global MHD model to resolve with good
accuracy near‐Earth region [Toffoletto et al., 2004]. To our
best knowledge, no studies are published to demonstrate that
a global MHD model with good spatial resolution in the
near‐Earth region is able to reproduce the total pressure and
Region II currents comparable with those obtained from
existing RC models.
[82] We have found that field‐aligned currents in the
isolated injection have a quadrupole structure. A similar
structure of field‐aligned currents in the injection region was
reported by Zhang et al. [2009] using RCM model. The
polar edge of the quadrupole structure was attributed to the
substorm current wedge and equator edge of the structure to
currents of the Region II [Zhang et al., 2009]. These results,
together with CRCM–BATS‐R‐US results, allow us to
Figure 15. Close‐up view of the main phase. (top to bottom) GOES 8 and 10 magnetic field tilt
(CDAWeb); AU and AL indices (Kyoto); CRCM–BATS‐R‐US SYMH* and pressure‐corrected SYMH
(Kyoto). The dashed line shows the substorm onset.
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conclude that field‐aligned currents of an injection may be a
part of substorm current wedge. Recent studies of substorm
ground‐based signatures and Harang reversal also con-
firmed the close connection between substorm development
and Region II currents [Zou et al., 2009].
[83] However, a self‐consistent representation of substorm
development, ring current injection and substorm current
wedge should include a two‐way coupled model, with
pressure and electromagnetic feedback from RC model to
MHD model. An important part of any two‐way coupled
model is a calculation of ionospheric conductivities in the
Region II self‐consistently with electron precipitation and
inclusion of ionosphere outflow source as a source of ring
current plasma. These model improvements will be a subject
for the future work.
Appendix A: BATS‐R‐US MHD Model
[84] The Block‐Adaptive‐Tree Solar‐Wind Roe‐Type
Upwind Scheme (BATS‐R‐US) MHD model solves the
governing equations of ideal magnetohydrodynamics:
@
@t




þ u  ruþrp j B ¼ 0; ðA2Þ
@p
@t






þr E ¼ 0; ðA5Þ
E ¼ u B; ðA6Þ
These are the continuity, momentum and heat balance
equations together with Faraday’s law, Ampere’s law and
Ohm’s law with zero resistivity. In BATS‐R‐US, these




þ r  Fð ÞT¼ S; ðA7Þ
where U = [r, ru, B, ]T consisting of density, momentum
density, total energy density, and magnetic field. The form of
flux tensor F, source term S (which is proportional to r · B)
and the derivation of conservative form of MHD equations
can be found in the work of Powell et al. [1999].
[85] To resolve regions with strong spatial gradients,
BATS‐R‐US uses a block‐adaptive scheme that allows it to
automatically refine the grid where it is needed most. In
general, BATS‐R‐US obtains solutions across a range of
several orders of plasma b. The detailed description of the
model and numerical scheme is given by Powell et al.
[1999] and Song et al. [1999, and references therein].
[86] Outer boundary conditions for BATS‐R‐US are cal-
culated from SW and IMF parameters at the upstream
boundary of simulation region at XGSM = 33 RE. The inner
MHD boundary is located at 2.5 RE with plasma density n =
28 cm−3 and temperature T = 25000 K. At the inner
boundary, field‐aligned currents are calculated and pro-
jected to the ionosphere. Then the Poisson‐like equation is
solved:
r    rð Þ ¼ Jki sin I ; ðA8Þ
where Jki is a field‐aligned current in the ionosphere, F is an
electric field potential, S is a tensor of ionospheric conduc-
tivities (field‐line integrated), I is a magnetic field inclination
angle. The details of ionosphere module calculations and
inner boundary condition are given by Ridley et al. [2004].
Also it should be noted that the field‐aligned currents which
result from this equation consist mainly from Region I
currents, and Region II currents are found to be very weak
[Ridley et al., 2001].
[87] For this particular study, the BATS‐R‐US simula-
tions were performed at the Community Coordinated
Modeling Center (CCMC), NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center. The output from those simulations were used as
inputs for the FokRC and CRCM models.
Appendix B: FokRC Ring Current Model
[88] The FokRC model calculates ring current particle
fluxes in the inner magnetosphere for energies in the range
of ∼1–200 keV. FokRC model solves the bounce‐averaged
Boltzmann equation to obtain temporal evolution of four‐
dimensional phase space density f s = f s(l, , M, K), spec-
ified by two ionospheric coordinates in north hemisphere
(invariant latitude l and magnetic local time ), and two





, J is a longitudinal invariant):
@f s
@t
þ h _i @f s
@
þ h _i @f s
@






where the operator h…i means bounce averaged, v is a
particle velocity, ss is a cross section for charge‐exchange
losses with the geocorona, nH is a geocorona H density, and
tb is a bounce period (the last term is calculated only for
particles in the loss cone).
[89] The bounce‐averaged velocities h _i and h _i are:










G ¼ ME sin 2
ri
ðB4Þ
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where ME is a magnetic moment of Earth’s dipole, ri is the
radius from the center of the Earth to the ionospheric
boundary (100 km altitude), q is a charge of a particle, F is
an electric potential, W is the corotation angular velocity. To
obtain p, for a given K, M, l,  the following equation is




Bm  Bð Þ1=2ds ðB6Þ
then,
p2 ; ;M ;Kð Þ ¼ 2m0BmM ðB7Þ
[90] The initial energy distribution of the RC is calculated
from the empirical Sheldon and Hamilton [1993] model.
The initial pitch angle distribution is considered to be iso-
tropic. The subsequent isotropy and energy distribution are
calculated from the drift motion. For a more detailed
description of the model, refer to Fok et al. [1995] and Fok
and Moore [1997].
Appendix C: CRCM Model
[91] The CRCM is a combination of two models: the
FokRC model and the RCM model. The calculations are
performed in two steps. First, the evolution of distribution
function at each point is calculated which is due to drift and
losses (FokRC model). Then, the field‐aligned currents in
the ionosphere and ionospheric potential are calculated
using RCM scheme (for the details, see Fok et al. [2001]).
[92] Field‐aligned currents are calculated from a cur-
rent continuity equation between the magnetosphere and
ionosphere:















where the summation is done at fixed l,  point and
over all M, K points, Jki is a sum of ionospheric field‐
aligned current densities for both hemispheres, Wj is the
kinetic energy of a particle with given l, , M, K
(the first term in right side of equation (13)) and hj is
the number of particles per unit magnetic flux (density






m3=20 f s ; ;M ;Kð ÞM1=2MK: ðC2Þ
Using the distribution of field‐aligned currents, the
ionospheric potential is obtained from equation (8). We
assume here that Bi is the same for both hemispheres.
By definition, Jki here describes only Region II field‐
aligned currents.
Appendix D: Dst*, SYMH* Indices, and DPS
Relation
[93] Dst* is estimated from Dessler‐Parker‐Sckopke
(DPS) relation as a linear dependence from the RC energy
[Dessler and Parker, 1959; Sckopke, 1966; Carovillano and
Siscoe, 1973]: Dst* = −23 B0
ERC
UE
, ERC is a total RC kinetic
energy, UE is a total magnetic energy of the Earth’s mag-
netic dipole, B0 is a equatorial horizontal component of the
dipole magnetic field. Substituting the values of physical
quantities [e.g., Carovillano and Siscoe, 1973], we obtain:
Dst* nTð Þ ¼ 3:98  1030  ERC keVð Þ; ðD1Þ
where Dst* is the disturbance of magnetic field at the
Earth’s center due to the ring current induced magnetic field.
This result follows from the virial theorem [Carovillano and
Siscoe, 1973; Vasyliunas, 2006] and is valid for dipole
fields, any longitudinal RC configuration, and RC distri-
bution function (neglecting the magnetic energy of the RC
itself and the contribution from surface terms).
[94] For the 12 August 2000 simulation analysis we
additionally use a high‐resolution (in time) version of Dst,
SYMH index [Wanliss and Showalter, 2006]. The RC
energy is recalculated to SYMH* with the same linear
relation as for Dst*. To convert SYMH into SYMH*, we
calculate the pressure correction which is given for Dst/Dst*
by Gonzalez et al. [1994]:
SYMH* ¼ SYMH c1P1=2SW þ c2; ðD2Þ
where PSW is a SW dynamic pressure and c1, c2 are
empirical coefficients equal 0.2 nT/(eV cm−3)1/2 and 20 nT
accordingly. For the idealized run, SYMH* and Dst* are
synonymous.
[95] Usually, it is a common practice for RC models and
the CRCM in particular [e.g., Ebihara et al., 2004] to use
the DPS relation for estimation of Dst* variation. It is
assumed in this approximation that the main part of RC
energy is concentrated in the inner magnetosphere where
deviations from the dipole field are not critical. The other
source for possible errors is the pressure correction to Dst, as
shown by Siscoe et al. [2005]. The validity analysis of the
Dst estimate variation from RC energy is beyond the scope
of this work, although it seems that coupled MHD‐RC
model is a good instrument for that purpose.
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